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SMAC in the DARQ: 
Five trends shaping 
tech in 2020

In 2020, will the wow factor return to consumer hard-
ware? Will blockchain and 5G punch into the main-
stream? Or will the world unify against Big Tech’s tax-

avoiding practices? AFP looks at five themes shaping the
world of technology, after a year in which debate intensified
over the industry’s exploitation of its customers’ privacy.

5G’s unfulfilled promise 
Super-fast fifth-generation network speeds are meant

to revolutionize communications along with areas like
urban transport. But so far, 5G has failed to meet expec-
tations due to the lagging build of infrastructure in many
places. Apple has yet to launch a compatible phone,
unlike rivals including Samsung. The rollout should quick-
en next year as more countries install base stations and
networking equipment - although US President Donald
Trump’s war on Chinese sector leader Huawei remains a
wild card. As smartphone sales plateau around the world,
manufacturers have been focusing more on ancillary serv-
ices. “You have to sell the entire experience, the entire
ecosystem,” Dominique Bindels, senior analyst for home
and tech with London-based research firm Euromonitor
International, told AFP. Highlighting Apple’s success in
payments and peripheral devices such as AirPods, Bindels
predicted that smart earphones, along with speakers and
at-home devices connected on the “internet of things”,
would be among the more dynamic sectors in 2020.

Digital assistants such as Alexa and Siri may start talking
to each other, after Amazon, Apple and Google this month
formed an alliance with other industry players to develop a
common standard for smart home devices. Another trend
could be consolidation in TV streaming, after Apple and
Disney joined Netflix, Amazon Video and some national
broadcasters in a crowded subscription market.

Leap into the quantum dark 
For the industry at large, business consultancy

Accenture this year coined the acronym DARQ to denote
four major trends: distributed ledger technology (such as
blockchain), artificial intelligence (AI), extended reality
and quantum computing. Unbreakable blockchain net-
works of computers have already been generating virtual
currencies in the form of bitcoin and its ilk, bypassing the
need for a regulator like a government or central bank. 

Facebook wants to make the tech respectable
through its “Libra” project, but has hit political opposi-
tion around the world, and several financial partners
have pulled out. Unwilling to let private enterprise dic-
tate terms, China and other nations are building their
own digital payments systems, which could see fruition
next year. However, blockchain networks devour huge
amounts of energy, and concerns will mount about their
environmental impact as debate intensifies more broadly
about tech’s contribution to climate change.

The price of privacy 
Most companies are now actively engaged across the

spectrum of another tech acronym, SMAC: Social, mobile,
analytics and cloud. For consumers, SMAC is felt in how
we communicate with friends and how we search and
shop. That is accentuating fears about privacy, after a
series of data leaks at Facebook first laid bare how much
of our online lives are exploited by companies and political
parties. “People are becoming more conscious of sharing
data but also in the same moment, the Nest cameras and
smart speakers are flying off the shelves,” said Bindels.
“There’s a huge divide. People have been learning to trade
privacy for convenience. It’s just another currency.”
Amnesty International, in a hard-hitting study last month
into Facebook and Google, said that tradeoff amounts to a
“Faustian bargain” which imperils our human rights.

Tech wars 
To Beijing’s anger, Washington alleges that Huawei and

another telecoms group, ZTE, are little more than shell
fronts for Chinese spy chiefs. Ni Lexiong, professor at the
Shanghai National Defense Strategy Institute, said US
sanctions depriving those firms of access to US components
would only encourage China to stand on its own feet. “In
the end, once China has formed its own industrial chain in
the field of artificial intelligence, the United States will also
lose a large market,” he said. Samm Sacks, an expert on
China’s digital economy at the Washington think tank New
America, said the tech standoff could harm progress in
areas such as precision medicine and AI-based diagnoses.
The two countries have cooperated in research, “and sever-
ing that could have global consequences”, she warned. 

Taxing times 
The US presidential election next November will likely

prove another flashpoint over disinformation peddled on
social media. Democratic hopeful Elizabeth Warren wants
Amazon, Facebook and Google to be broken up on anti-
trust grounds. The Organization for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development is meanwhile due by June 2020 to
present a “unified approach” for richer countries to levy a
digital tax on Internet giants. Some like France have gone
ahead with their own tax, igniting another front in Trump’s
multifaceted trade wars as the US threatens tariffs on a
range of French goods. — AFP 

From whether governments should use facial recogni-
tion for surveillance to what data internet giants
should be allowed to collect, 2019 was marked by a

heated global debate around privacy and technology. The
Thomson Reuters Foundation asked 10 privacy experts
what issues will shape the conversation in 2020:

1. CALIFORNIA DIGITAL PRIVACY LAW - Cindy
Cohn, executive director, Electronic Frontier Foundation:
“A California law giving consumers more control over their
personal information, like the right to know what data
businesses have collected about them, to delete it and to
opt-out of its sale comes into effect on Jan. 1, 2020. The
legislation could have a ripple effect across the United
States, or lead to the passage of a federal law. This could
be good news, if a federal law was to mandate some basic
privacy guarantees that states could improve on - or bad
news, if it was to instead block stronger state laws.”

2. DIGITAL STRIP SEARCHES - Silkie Carlo, director,
Big Brother Watch: “From where we have been to who we
have spoken to, our phones contain mountains of data that
is increasingly sought after by police during investigations.
So-called “digital strip searches”, where crime victims are
asked to hand over their phones, are becoming common
place all around the world. In Britain, victims of rape are
now routinely required to give police full downloads of
their phones, and police can keep the data for 100 years.
It’s no coincidence that almost 50 percent of victims are
dropping their cases. There’s no law in the UK around this
and it’s likely we’ll see a showdown between police, data
regulators and privacy advocates in 2020.”

3. FACIAL RECOGNITION - Jameson Spivack, policy
associate, center on privacy & technology, Georgetown
Law Centre: “In 2019, face recognition technology
became an integral part of the public debate about priva-
cy, as people realized just how much of a risk this tech-
nology poses to civil rights and liberties. Public officials
have responded, with bans and proposed regulation at all
levels of government. These conversations will come to a
head in 2020. In the US this could mean new federal,
state, or local policies around how law enforcement is
allowed to use (or not use) face recognition; rules for
companies developing the technology; and/or increased

enforcement action from entities like the Federal Trade
Commission or state attorneys general.”

4. BEHAVIOURAL ADVERTISING - Karolina Iwanska,
lawyer, Panoptykon Foundation: “A wave of complaints
against the use of personal information to target advertising
online have been filed with data authorities across the
European Union over the past two years. The Irish data
protection authority - which is a lead authority for Google -
started an investigation into the company’s advertising busi-
ness and the British ICO has published a damning report on
the ad-tech industry. 2020 should bring much needed deci-
sions in these cases, potentially leading to fines and further
restrictions on companies’ use of people’s data.”

5. EU BUDGET - Edin Omanovic, advocacy director,
Privacy International: “Next year, the EU will decide its
budget for the years 2021-2028. How it will spend what is
likely to be in excess of 1 trillion euro ($1.10 trillion) will
have a transformative impact not just on its residents, but
around the world. For the first time, it will spend more on
migration control than on developing Africa, often involv-
ing some sort of surveillance, which could pose huge
threats to privacy and other human rights.”

6. AI TECHNOLOGIES - Diego Naranjo, head of
policy, European Digital Rights: “A 2019 report on facial
recognition by the EU’s rights agency represented a
crucial step in the debate that we as societies need to
have prior to deploying such technologies, which affect
privacy, data protection, and other rights. We could end
up implementing practices in Europe which horrify us
when they are implemented elsewhere, for example in
China. This conversation, as well as examining the
impact of other technologies, like the potential discrimi-
natory impact of “AI-based lie detectors” on vulnerable
groups, such as migrants, will be an important part of the
debate in 2020.”

7. ALGORITHMS’ DECISION MAKING - Sandra
Wachter, professor, Oxford Internet Institute: “The EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) currently
focus on things like transparency, consent and notification
of data collection, but not on how we are evaluated after
data is collected. This means users have few rights to chal-
lenge or contest how they are assessed by algorithms pro-

cessing their information, which is worrisome since our
digital identity steers our paths in lives and impacts our
opportunities. In 2020, the EU’s data watchdog will pub-
lish several recommendations on how to improve data
rights. This is a great opportunity to give guidance to
transform the GDPR, introducing more controls over how
algorithms evaluate us.”

8. TARGETED POLITICAL ADS - Matthew Rice,
Scotland director, Open Rights Group: “Personal data is
becoming ever more central in the operations of political
campaigns, as parties buy up commercial data sets in an
attempt to derive the voters’ opinions and decide whether
to target them online and how. This practice stretches the
limits of data protection laws and strains trust in demo-
cratic systems. With the US presidential elections taking
place in 2020 expect to see a huge amount of attention
paid on what personal data parties are using and how they
are using it.” 

9. BIOMETRICS TECHNOLOGIES - Carly Kind, direc-
tor, Ada Lovelace Institute: “In 2020 biometrics technolo-
gies are likely to come under the serious scrutiny of regu-
lators in Europe (and possibly beyond). We’re approaching
a tipping point in public concern about the increasing
ubiquity of facial recognition. In China 84 percent of peo-
ple surveyed want the opportunity to review or delete
facial data collected about them. EU authorities have
promised facial recognition regulation will be forthcoming
in 2020. It is critical that it looks beyond facial recognition
to the entire gambit of AI-enabled biometric technologies
that will be rolled out in the years to come.”

10. IRELAND’S DATA AUTHORITY - Paul-Olivier
Dehaye, co-founder, Personaldata.io: “In 2020, Ireland is
likely to come under increased pressure from other
European countries to take a stronger stance on data pro-
tection after years of lax enforcement. Thanks to the EU’s
harmonization mechanisms, the Irish data authority could
be compelled to adjust to the stricter parameters used by
its EU counterparts when deciding on the growing number
of privacy complaints filed by EU citizens. As Ireland hosts
the European headquarters of US technology firms like
Facebook and Google, this would have far-reaching con-
sequences across the bloc.” — Reuters

10 tech and privacy hot spots for 2020

From sausage rolls 
to hairy female 
scientists: 10 2019 
offbeat stories 

From hit songs about sausage rolls to the
world’s first odor map, here are 10 of the more
offbeat news stories from 2019:

1. Sausage rolls hit No. 1 again in UK Christmas
charts

British YouTuber LadBaby scored his second
consecutive No. 1 Christmas hit, this time with a
version of “I Love Rock & Roll” again focused on
the popular UK pastry. The song, raising money to
feed people in need, was packed with meaty puns
sung by Mark Hoyle aka LadBaby and his wife
Roxanne and the chorus:”I love sausage rolls, so put
another one in the oven, baby”. Last year he hit No.
1 with “We Built This City (on sausage rolls)”.

2. Manners might be environmentally rude
With more than 64 million unnecessary “thank

you” emails per day, Britons significantly boost the
country’s carbon output, according to a recent
study. If each person sent one less, Britain could
reduce its output by 16,433 tons.

3. The first map of the world’s stinky areas
Tested in Barcelona, the D-Noses project allows

residents to report unpleasant smells through the
free OdourCollect app. Its aim is to help residents
pressure politicians to address odour nuisance
which, according to experts, can cause a number of
ailments including headaches, stress and respiratory
problems.

4. Hairy female scientists
Dr. Ellen Currano, an associate professor of pale-

obotany at the University of Wyoming in the United
States, got fed up with being overlooked as a female
scientist despite doing the same, muddy, field work.
She founded the “The Bearded Lady Project:
Challenging the Face of Science”, with a website,
two documentary films, and a travelling exhibit fea-
turing portraits of about 100 female paleontologists

with stuck-on facial hair sharing stories about equal
pay and field work opportunities.

5. Women reclaim their space
British student Laila Laurel designed an anti-

”manspreading” chair, shaped with a wedge that
narrows towards the front, forces the user to keep
their knees together and stops them from invading
the space of a person sitting next to them.

6. Nice house in that selfie - shame it’s not yours
In an era when few can afford to buy the actual

lifestyle, Instagrammers are using expensive
London properties as the backdrop to social media
posts. With thousands flocking to Notting Hill - one
of London’s priciest postcodes - some owners get
annoyed, while others let the mostly young people
following the trend to pretend to live a live they
can’t afford.

7. Women put on spin on England soccer anthem
When England’s famous soccer anthem was re-

written for the country’s female football team ahead
of the women’s World Cup, “three Lions” become
“three Lionesses” in the new lyrics with a roll-call of
stars from the England women’s team.

8. Houston, we have a problem
The first all-female spacewalk in March -

Women’s History Month - was supposed to mark a
giant leap for womankind but had to be cancelled
when NASA realized it only had one small spacesuit
and two sized small female astronauts, Anne
McClain and Christina Koch. The mission was
accomplished seven months later in October.

9. Pokemon Go Slow
Pokemon Go, the augmented-reality game, was

lauded by Spanish retires who say it keeps them
mentally and physically healthy. The residents of the
town of Badalona, north of Barcelona, have joined a
European initiative to improve the health and quali-
ty of life of older citizens by searching for
“Pikachus” and “Weedles” and mixing with other
people.

10. “Oi Trump”
An art student had a clear message for Donald

Trump as he flew into Britain in June on a state visit.
Ollie Nancarrow, 18, spent a weekend mowing “climate
change is real” in giant letters and a massive polar
bear into grass underneath the US President’s flight
path into London. Nancarrow also wrote “Oi Trump”
and mowed a penis into another field. — Reuters

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan delivers a speech next to the first Turkish-made electric cars by TOGG company during a launch ceremony in the Gebze district
of Kocaeli. Production facilities were announced to be completed in 2021 and the first car to be produced in 2022. Turkey has mobilized 750 million Turkish liras (over
$126 million) to fund innovation and regional development, according to the country’s industry and technology minister. — AFP 

From tattoos to Xmas 
cake, 7 unique ways 
into life after slavery

With awareness over modern-day slavery mounting in 2019,
more efforts are being taken to help people rescued from
extreme exploitation, from using bikes, to cakes to hair-

dressing, and stop them from returning into a life of servitude. An
estimated 40 million people globally are trapped in various forms of
slavery, with governments and businesses developing more policies
to address its causes and effects and varying organizations trying to
help those abused.

As we enter a new decade, the Thomson Reuters Foundation
highlights 7 unique initiatives helping survivors of slavery to break
the cycle and rediscover their place in the world:

1. In the United States, Survivors Ink helps victims of sex traffick-
ing who have been tattooed for the purpose of identification with a
brand, serial number, or a pimp’s name. The grassroots project helps
people take back ownership of their bodies and lives with artists tat-
tooing over these markers.

2. India’s Beti Zindabad Bakery is run by a team of survivors, pro-
ducing breads and sweets year round for the small town of Kansabel
in central-eastern India. As year-end approaches, their workload
skyrockets due to a large Christian population in Chhattisgarh state
and demand for Christmas cake.

3. At Outland Denim in Cambodia, survivors make jeans with a
message. The boutique factory went viral when Meghan Markle was
photographed wearing a pair of the jeans into which seamstresses
stitch their personal stories in a pocket.

4. Kranti works with women and girls in Mumbai’s red light dis-
trict by helping to assess their talent and desires. One sex worker’s
daughter learned to play drums, won a scholarship to the United
States, and is now home teaching music to the next generation.

5. Bagel Bejgl is a gourmet sandwich shop in downtown Belgrade
in Serbia that has been employing survivors to make and deliver their
creations for 12 years, while pumping profits back into the fight
against trafficking in Eastern Europe.

6. The Kate Korpi Salon in central Phnom Penh is the go-to place
for Cambodia’s A-list ahead where the stylists - who go through a
rigorous two-year apprenticeship - arrive via charities that work
with young men and women with dark pasts.

7. Bikes in Bamboo in northern Chiang Mai on the Thai border
with Myanmar aims to disrupt the flow of migrants into exploitation
by employing them to make bikes from bamboo and hemp resin for
export around the world. The first orders are set to go out at the
start of 2020. — Reuters


